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Martin Shackelford wrote:> Vince:>> If you're issuing a call for reconciliation, why leave Kathlee> Fitzgerald off 

the mailing list? Seems like the quality of your work> would greatly improve if you could mend that particular 

fence.HERE ARE A FEW COMPLIMENTS RE: KATHLEE THAT I POSTED A FEW WEEKS AGO:I justwanted to pass 

on a note of appreciation in regard to thestudies made by fellow Pittsburgher Kathlee Fitzgerald in regard to 

theSecret Service. Although my particular focus in regard to the SecretService has always been pretty much 

related just to the events of1/22/63, Kathlee has undertaken an impressive look at the agency fromits 

inception up to and including the present. While it almost goeswithout saying how important it is to document 

all the actions andtestimony of the Secret Service in regard to the terrible events inDallas, Kathlee has 

demonstrated that it often is helpful to look at thebig picture.Vince PalamaraVince Palamara, author of "THE 

THIRD ALTERNATIVE- SURVIVOR'S GUILT: THESECRET SERVICE AND THE JFK MURDER" (1997/1998, 

LANCER)Also: Be on the lookout for Kathlee Fitzgerald's new book entitled"WHO'S WHO IN THE SECRET 

SERVICE". We may have had our disagreements inthe past, but that's the past: Kathlee has done important 

work intackling the whole Secret Service from inception to the present time. Iknow that this book will be an 

important addition to everyone'scollection, if the preliminary work I have seen is any indication.> I've always 

had mixed feelings myself about the conferences,> but they do bring people together, they offer opportunities 

to present> new information, as well as opportunities for some healthy give and take> discussions. I have 

heard every conference bad-mouthed to some degree,> and it seems kind of pointless. I offer my sincere 

thanks to everyone> who has made the effort to organize conferences. We owe them a major> debt of 

gratitude.> I also agree that in-fighting can be destructive, and flaming> cheapens the debate. At the same 

time, a vigorous debate helps us winnow> out the misinformation, and get closer to the truth of this case.> 

Maybe some people are thinking of the research community as> similar to the anti-war movement: if we 

could only reconcile our> differences and pull our full strength together, we could end this war.> I remember 

all that very clearly. But our unity is around a negative:> the Warren Report got it wrong. When it comes to 

what we are for, we are> divided into many smaller groups. We were able to unify to some degree> to push 

for the HSCA investigation, and even better for the JFK Records> Act. Those are the kinds of things we can all 

agree on and have a strong> chance of accomplishing.WELL PUT! :-)> Instead of general calls for unity, maybe 

we should ponder> which issues we can fruitfully work together on, accepting that there> will continue to be 

theoretical differences galore. Back in the Sixties,> the anti-war movement was incredibly diverse; as Abbie 

Hoffman said> about his co-defendants in the Chicago 8 trial, "We couldn't agree on> lunch," but they were 
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